
Music. I live by it. Groove

to it. All day. Everyday.

MP3 player at my waist.

From jazz funk to kick-

start my day — to classic

Hollywood sound tracks to

usher in the evening. It’s

constant. And it’s pure. 

I am listening — And it’s

music to my ears! I’m 

listening to the incredible

sound quality and fidelity

of universal fit in-ear 

musicians monitors 

from Westone.®

Westone Universal Fit In-Ear  Musicians Monitors 
for Music Lovers UM1 Westone® Universal Monitor

The UM1 from Westone® delivers studio-quality stereo sound in

a universal fit musicians monitor. If you've been longing for

the quality enjoyed by touring pros, it's now available to you at

a price you won't believe. Compatible with personal audio

devices, dedicated musicians monitor systems, headphone dis-

tribution amplifiers, or any device with a 3.5 mm stereo audio

output jack. In beige, brown, black and clear. 

Specifications: Universal Fit Single Driver Musicians Monitor

Sensitivity: 114dB/mW

Frequency Response: 40Hz to 16kHz

Impedance: 25 ohms

Driver: Balanced Armature

Replacement yellow foam tips available

UM2 Westone® Universal Monitor

Built to the highest professional standards, the UM2 features

dual balanced armatures and a passive crossover. Great highs

and impressive low-end response make this universal fit ear-

piece the first choice for many touring pros the world over. The

UM2 can provide up to 25dB of onstage noise reduction and

comes with a durable stereo "Y" cord, deluxe carrying case, wax

loop and three pair of compressible foam tips. Available in clear.

Specifications: Universal Fit Dual Driver Musicians Monitor

Sensitivity: 119dB/mW

Frequency Response: 20Hz to 18kHz

Impedance: 27 ohms

Driver: Dual balanced armatures with a passive crossover

Are You Listening?

Built to the highest

professional standards,

Westone® universal fit 

in-ear musicians

monitors offer superior

sound performance.

Designed for musicians

and music lovers,

anyone concerned with

studio quality sound will

love the true universe of

sound found in our

single or dual driver

monitors. Certainly no

bootleg sound here! An

affordable, universal fit

earpiece perfect for

your personal

electronics. Laptops.

MP3 players. CD players

and more! See your

authorized Westone®

Music Products Dealer

and ask about 

Music to Your Ears.

You’ll want to listen. 


